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‘CRE MEETUP’ PRESENTATION NOTES – FEBRUARY 2014 
CLICK-RECRUIT-ENROL AND CLICK-ENGAGE-ALUMNI (OMTAC LTD) 
 
Thank you for attending the CRE MeetUp, your support for this new regional 'roadshow' and 
your participation is much appreciated.  We hope you found the presentation useful and 
these presentation notes successfully summarise what was covered over the session. 
 
We have tried to make these notes as comprehensive as possible, but of course we are not 
able to provide extremely detailed step-by-step instructions for every platform, channel or 
technique… as the idea of the CRE MeetUp is to share ideas and stimulate thinking for 
further research and training. 
 
However if we can be of assistance please don’t hesitate to contact us and please do 
consider attending one of our training seminars on Google Analytics, Digital Education 
Marketing, Alumni Relations Online etc, and also the ‘Digital Alumni Relations & Fundraising’ 
Conference taking place in London, 20-21 May 2014: 
 
http://www.clickrecruitenrol.com/en/training/google-analytics-facebook-insights-training-
seminar/ 
 
http://www.clickengagealumni.com/en/conferences/digital-alumni-relations-fundraising-
conference/ 
 
We would welcome any information, comments or ideas - please don't hesitate to email us at 
info@omtac.com.  We hope you will be able to join us for the next CRE MeetUp in your area. 
 
Best wishes,  Matthew 
 
Matthew D'Arcy, Managing Director, OMTAC Ltd 
www.ClickRecruitEnrol.com 
www.ClickEngageAlumni.com 
 
Please note:  mention of any specific websites or services does not constitute a 
recommendation of any particular supplier; also with the rapid growth and evolution of the 
Internet and of particular channels and platforms it is possible that statistics may no longer 
be accurate (in which case it is likely the trends are upwards!). 
 
These ‘CRE MeetUp’ Presentation Notes have been prepared for delegates who have attended the OMTAC 
‘CRE MeetUp’.  Licence is granted for said delegates to quote, duplicate and distribute all or part of this 
document solely “in-house” within their School, College, University or organisation.  Any other use, 
unauthorised duplication or redistribution is expressly prohibited.  © 2014 OMTAC Ltd. 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 
Developing a 'Digital Mindset' for your School/College communications is about an approach 
that embraces ‘First contact’ to ‘First day’ to 'School/College Life' to 'Post-School/College': 
 
*  Marketing/Admissions 
*  School/College Life & Community 
*  Alumni Relations 
 
A Digital Strategy - Priorities? 
 
Your digital strategy might cover: 
 
*  Integrated ‘Offline’ & ‘Online’ Marketing/Admissions, Communications and/or Alumni 
Relations. 
*  Website – targeted, fit for purpose, user-friendly, intuitive, functional, engaging, current 
(news, blogs), interactive, engaging, relevant, current, multimedia, monitored and managed, 
ANALYSED…  
*  Mobile Web. 
*  Search Engine Optimisation & Online Advertising. 
*  Facebook, Twitter, Google+, LinkedIn… 
*  ‘First contact’ to ‘First day’ – CRM via Email, Events etc. 
 
Over the 2 hours we presented on a variety of topics: 
 
*  The New Marketing Environment - Rise of the Consumer 
*  Being Found Online - Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) Trends 
*  Digital Advertising - Online Advertising Trends 
*  Go Social - Social Media Trends 
*  Winning Websites - Website Development 
*  Multimedia - Images, Video & Audio 
 
 
2.0  TOPIC 1 - 'THE NEW MARKETING ENVIRONMENT' 
 
The Rise of the Consumer 
 
When considering how to provide the most effective service to prospective parents and 
pupils/students, the current community and alumni too, it is helpful to consider the wider 
online experience they are having and the lessons to be learned from other sectors, and 
particularly the developments in the provision of information, interaction and engagement, 
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transactional functionality, customer service and relationship management for 'shopping' of 
all types. 
 
What will future 'customers' (pupils/students, alumni and others) expect and demand from 
their digital experience with your institution or alumni relations activity? 
 
Parallels may be drawn with the general online experience as discussed by Oracle in their 
'Digital Natives' research published in July 2013 exploring 'future customer' expectations: 
 
*  Better multi-channel experience that facilitates seamless and connected interactions in a 
24/7 environment. 
 
*  Technology will be key to the 'shopping' experience - using online channels to research 
and compare price, promotions and choice. 
 
*  Targeting groups correctly with personalised promotions - better use of sales and 
customer data to deliver actionable insight to drive sales. 
 
*  'Shopping' remains a primary reason for online activity and the key elements of the 
experience - from searching for information through to a 'conversion' (sale, booking etc) - will 
influence purchasing decisions, along with the interaction with and connectivity of the 'bricks 
and mortar'. 
 

('Digital Natives' July 2013, Oracle Research, www.oracle.com) 
 
See the infographic for the 'Modern Marketer' in a separate pdf.  (By the way, have you 
considered how you might use infographics to present information about your institution 
and/or alumni relations organisation?) 
 
 
3.0  TOPIC 2 - 'BEING FOUND ONLINE' 
 
Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) Trends 
 
While we busy ourselves with developing communications campaigns and events etc to 
promote to and engage our target audiences we may not be giving adequate attention to 
whether we are discoverable… our target audiences may already be looking for us online… 
just as our own instinct when we want to find something is to Google it… so the same is true 
of those we are trying to reach. 
 
If our web presence is not ranking on the first page of results for key search terms and 
phrases, it is likely we are failing to attract a percentage of those who are looking for us (they 
just don't know it).  Those searching for us by name will normally find us without too much 
difficulty… but those who are not may never find us. 
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The term given to activity that helps us be found online is 'Search Engine Optimisation' 
(SEO)… SEO is about trying to understand how the search engines work and then taking 
action to better meet their search ranking criteria, hopefully boosting page ranking as a 
result. 
 
Really this should be a "win win" unless the intent is to deceive the search engines.  When 
the search engines deliver highly relevant search results their users are happy, if our web 
presence is the most relevant and helpful (and 'optimised') for the search terms being used, 
then everyone benefits. 
 
For this reason implementing basic SEO techniques when producing content is good 
practice for all of us, whether targeting prospective pupils/students and parents or former 
pupils/students and parents. 
 
The simplest and most positive approach therefore is to attempt to understand and predict 
the search behaviour of our target audiences (the terms used to search, their needs, location 
etc) and to produce the best possible content to reflect and meet those needs. 
 
As well as obvious content it might also be worth considering producing content which is 
helpful to your target audiences, albeit not directly relevant to your institution… for example: 
 
*  Creating web pages that provide guidance to prospective parents and pupils/students 
about choosing a school/college, about what to ask at an Open Day, about parenting etc; 
 
*  Web page(s) giving information about the local community for families moving to the area 
may attract additional traffic online; 
 
*  Alumni may benefit from information about using your facilities for events (parties, 
weddings, sports etc) or promoting alumni businesses and professional services. 
 
It also helps to develop highly relevant and authoritative 'back-links' or 'inbound links' - the 
links from other websites to our own web presence (effectively recommendations of our web 
presence which then deliver traffic to us).  The more links and the higher the authority of 
those links (determined by the authority of the websites providing them), the better we will 
rank in search results as the search engines will regard the positive endorsement of other 
websites as justification for higher ranking. 
 
One tool which aids the process of developing good content containing the right keywords 
and phrases etc is Google's free 'Keyword Planner' tool, part of the Google AdWords toolkit 
(search 'Google Keyword Planner'). 
 
As well as the content we may have on our website (not just the copy but also the use of 
keywords in the alt-tab descriptions for and file names of images and in the naming and 
description of video etc), the search engines do still review the use of keywords and phrases 
in the 'Meta Tags' on each page. 
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The two meta tags which require attention (because they matter!) are the 'Page Title' and the 
'Page Description'.  These are not only relevant to SEO but also the first text about our web 
presence shown to search engine users. 
 
The 'Page Title' is the blue underlined headline given in the search results and the two line 
description below it is the 'Page Description'… so when creating new pages always take time 
to consider what both will say. 
 
Also helpful for search engine ranking is the content on such 'User Generated Content' 
(UGC) websites such as Wikipedia and YouTube and your presence in social media, not 
least the use of Google Plus Pages. 
 
(There is not time here to go into more detail about basic SEO techniques but we hope this 
introduction has been helpful). 
 
With regard to some developing trends for SEO, four trends of interest are: 
 
3.1  LINKS 
 
As mentioned, links mean popularity and authority. 
 
Consider: 
 
*  Who is linking to you?  How can you strengthen those relationships?  (Use Google's 
'Webmaster Tools' (search: 'Google Webmaster Tools') to identify links to and from your web 
presence and that of competitors.) 
 
*  Researching competitors to see who is linking to them, then seek the same or similar links 
(known as 'link building'). 
 
*  Have you any broken links pointing to deleted pages on your website?  Don't forget when 
you remove pages on your website you may be breaking important links that were bringing 
traffic from other websites to your own. 
 
Previously search engine rankings for websites could sometimes be boosted by creating 
multiple back-links from numerous websites (regardless of their relevancy) however it is now 
very important to avoid such 'unnatural linking' - the term given to link networks, paid links, 
blog networks and unnatural link patterns. 
 
Google's guidelines state:  “Any links intended to manipulate PageRank or a site's ranking in 
Google search results may be considered part of a link scheme and a violation of Google’s 
Webmaster Guidelines.” 
 
Google is now actively looking for unnatural links and penalising the search ranking of 
websites where such techniques have been employed to manipulate ranking.  Instead, as 
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mentioned previously, it is best practice to establish a smaller number of links from more 
authoritative, relevant websites, which may then mean higher PageRank. 
 
We should always avoid unnatural links and instead focus on relevant links and creating 
relevant content and sharing useful information to gain traction and attract a regular 
audience (one of the reasons regular 'blogging' can benefit search ranking). 
 
3.2  AUTHORSHIP 
 
An active Google Plus profile will undoubtedly benefit your SEO, but now linking to content 
you post online and associating it with your name or brand over time may also help boost 
your search ranking, as Google monitors and establishes your credibility and audience. 
 
This is known as 'Google Authorship’, whereby Google uses an identify-verification process 
to recognise all content you produce online. 
 
SEO practitioners have identified this as a 'top trend' for 2014, believing it will be "absolutely 
critical" to invest in your Google+ presence in due course. 
 
Google Authorship adds a thumbnail of your Google+ profile picture to the search result "rich 
snippet" for your content, such as a by-lined blog post. 
 
This may not be something you wish to do now, but in the longer-term it may prove 
beneficial. 
 
For more information see: 
 
https://plus.google.com/authorship 
 
The process is known as 'Marking Up Content' and more information is available here: 
 
https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/99170?hl=en 
 
3.3  SEMANTICS 
 
The way Google organises, collates and presents information is changing, search results are 
increasingly being influences by 'semantics'. 
 
’Semantic search’ is… a search… or a question… or an action… that produces meaningful 
results, even when the retrieved items contain none of the query terms, or the search 
involves no query text at all. 
 
The first wave of these entity-based results in Google have been ‘Answer cards’ and 
‘Knowledge Graph’ results (search 'Sam Peckinpah Movies' in Google and observe how 
different information is collated and presented). 
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We are used to frequently seeing Google searches for people, places, and media object 
results… now entity-based SEO and Knowledge Graph results attempt to guess user intent 
through localisation, personalisation etc.  Think of the increasing importance of mobile and 
how this new approach to providing search results may better serve mobile users especially. 
 
We therefore need to consider how to develop and 'mark up' our content to boost our ranking 
with these new techniques.  The approach is known as ‘structured data markup’ using 
schema.org to mark up a much wider range of item types on web pages, using a vocabulary 
that Google, Microsoft, and Yahoo! can all understand. 
 
Keywords may never die… but they’ll have company when it comes to determining user 
intent and serving relevant search results. 
 
3.4  REVIEWS 
 
With the popularity of review and recommendation websites and the general sharing of 
positive and negative insights and information about experiences, services and products 
(consider the success of Trip Adviser) it is perhaps inevitable that we will start to see reviews 
and recommendation having increased influence in the Education sector. 
 
Google is currently 'exploring' this in a rather simple but potentially very damaging way by 
encouraging people to submit comments and ratings about schools, colleges etc through 
Google Plus functionality.  This is risky because people can submit comments/reviews 
anonymously but their opinions are then given very high profile in Google search results with 
highly visible and impactful star ratings etc. 
 
For now it is important to at least monitor what is being said about your institution and alumni 
relations by searching for your institution's name in Google and seeing your ratings and 
comments in 'Google Reviews'.  It may be helpful to monitor what is being said across the 
Internet about your institution, key staff and alumni by using 'Google Alerts' and other ‘brand 
monitoring’ and 'buzz monitoring’ tools (search: 'Google Alerts', 'Hootsuite' etc). 
 
Where you find negative comment you may wish to seek to redress the balance by 
encouraging others to post positively about your institution (while avoiding false posting!). 
 
 
4.0  TOPIC 3 - 'DIGITAL ADVERTISING' 
 
Online Advertising Trends 
 
When we are not ranking in Google and other search engines for particular search terms 
relevant to us, ‘online advertising’ serves to raise our profile to target audiences who may 
otherwise have not found us. 
 
For the purposes of this presentation we will not focus on Google AdWords, Facebook 
advertising and LinkedIn advertising, for more information on those please search online.  
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Instead there are two more advanced digital advertising techniques we will consider here, 
'Google Re-Marketing' and 'Facebook Re-Targeting'. 
 
Re-marketing and re-targeting enable us to place advertising in front of visitors to our web 
presence after they have left our website or blog or other presence. 
 
Having done the hard work of 'winning visitors' to our site, we can then try to bring them back 
as they were originally interested in what we had to offer.  Sometimes they mean to return 
anyway but forget, so by placing advertising on other websites they visit after leaving our 
web presence we can remind them to come back to book for a reunion event, or to register 
for an Open Day, or to download a prospectus etc. 
 
You may have been the target of re-marketing and re-targeting yourself, when companies 
place advertising in front of you after you have visited their website (this is especially 
common with travel companies). 
 
4.1  GOOGLE RE-MARKETING 
 
To set-up 'Google re-marketing' we need to open a Google AdWords account and then add 
're-marketing tag code' to every page on our website.  (This can also be done via Google 
Analytics but the Google AdWords account will still be required to place and manage 
advertising.) 
 
This re-marketing code uses 'cookie' functionality to monitor behaviour, enabling Google to 
track all our visitors after they leave our website and to then target them with advertising on 
our behalf. 
 
Having put the code on every page of web presence we then create re-marketing 'Audience 
Lists' for targeting people who have been on particular pages.  We can also use this to more 
precisely target those who have not already 'converted' as clearly there is no point (for 
example) in advertising to alumni who have visited a reunion registration webpage and then 
booked their place… we want to target the visitors to that page who fail to book.  Similarly 
with visitors to Open Day booking forms, Prospectus request pages etc. 
 
The next step is to create banner advertising as we will be placing banner adverts in front of 
people as they visit other third-party websites (which partner with Google AdWords).  Also 
consider what 'landing pages' the banner advertising will direct people to… ensuring the 
landing page content is relevant, engaging and designed to encourage a conversion into a 
booking or registration etc. 
 
Of course the advertising you develop may not be with a particular goal in mind, it may be 
that you use advertising to promote news and information… possibly at little cost if few 
people actually click on the advertising (as you will normally pay per click). 
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Generally re-marketing is less expensive than standard Google advertising targeting by key 
words or themes etc, and the budget required to get started and test re-marketing can be as 
small as £20-£50.  You can also switch the advertising on and off as you wish. 
 
4.2  FACEBOOK RE-TARGETING 
 
The principles of 'Facebook re-targeting' are similar to those of Google re-marketing.  
However unlike with Google re-marketing (which you can implement alongside your standard 
Google advertising from within Google AdWords) while you can place standard advertising 
on Facebook directly through Facebook's own advertising service, you cannot place re-
targeting advertising via Facebook. 
 
Instead you will need to use an 'official partner' of Facebook, known as a 'Facebook 
Exchange (FBX) partner', such as 'AdRoll' which will provide tracking (tag) code for you to 
add to your website, enabling you to then to follow your visitors into Facebook with 
advertising encouraging them to return to your website. 
 
 
5.0  TOPIC 4 - 'GO SOCIAL' 
 
Social Media Trends 
 
You are probably already using Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn to support your 
marketing/admissions and alumni relations.  It is also worth considering using Google Plus 
and Instagram, or at least to be aware of how they are developing so that you may use them 
in the future. 
 
5.1  GOOGLE PLUS 
 
About Google Plus: 
 
*  Launched in 2011 to compete with social networks. 
*  Over 340 million followers. 
*  Content is for 'searching' and Google dominates. 
*  Local SEO + Mobile = more business. 
*  Gives your content more authority. 
*  Allows for targeted sharing within sub-sets of your social groups. 
*  Enables you to manage and edit multimedia. 
*  Includes an image editor. 
*  Has useful 'Hangouts' functionality for one-to-one and group chats and video conferencing 
- potentially helpful for promoting your institution and/or working with partners such as alumni 
representatives. 
 
Next steps: 
 
*  Using a personal Google Plus account set-up and complete your Google Plus Page. 
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*  Add links throughout your Page. 
*  Encourage people to +1 your Page. 
*  Use Pictures and Hashtags when you update your Page with new information and content. 
*  Aim to update your Google Plus page regularly (albeit not as regularly as you might your 
Facebook, Twitter and/or LinkedIn presence). 
 
For an example of a Google Plus Page see: 
 
https://plus.google.com/u/0/+ellesmerecollege 
 
5.2  INSTAGRAM 
 
Every day over 55 million photographs are uploaded, 80 million comments are posted and 
691.2 million users like various photos in their feeds on Instagram. 
 
There are over 150 million monthly active users and over 75 million daily active users. 
 
We recommend you explore Instagram and how you might use it to promote your institution 
and alumni relations activity via images and comments through the Instagram platform: 
 
*  Sign-up and connect with people. 
*  Capture images and add tags etc. 
*  Share images and create engagement. 
*  Monitor use and do more of what works! 
 
 
6.0  TOPIC 5 - 'WINNING WEBSITES' 
 
Website Development 
 
We tend to work hard on developing a new web presence but are then distracted by other 
activity and don't necessarily review and maintain our web presence as we should, 
especially failing to regularly review our website from the perspective of first time visitors. 
 
Consider: 
 
1)  Does your web presence still meet needs (your own and your visitors) and add value? 
 
What could you do to improve it… perhaps more or less content (is it time to 'de-clutter'?).  
What is the usability?  Assess the 'user experience' (UX) with help from colleagues, 
pupils/students, parents, alumni and others.  The Woodland Trust 
(www.woodlandtrust.org.uk) recently improved their website successfully, simplifying menu 
areas and add improved search functionality. 
 
2)  Navigation? 
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Does the navigation provide easy, intuitive access to information (over time a good 
navigation structure can become confusing as more content is added by different people). 
 
What pathways do you want visitors to take?  What paths are they taking? 
 
The AA website (www.theaa.com) is well planned with good navigation to a huge amount of 
information.  (Also note the AA are providing competitor comparison information on their 
insurance pages… something for schools/colleges to consider in future?) 
 
3)  Content? 
 
What content and how - for the written word… what vocabulary?  What style?  Is content 
written consistently if different people are involved? 
 

• What words?  Users won't read your text thoroughly in a word-by-word manner. 
• Say it first -  the headline/title and first two paragraphs must state the most important 

information. 
• Start right - start subheads, paragraphs, and bullet points with information-carrying 

words. 
• Headings - use headings to break up the text. 
• Readability - consider readability, use an assessment tool to measure improvement 

towards goals, the following website will give you a benchmark against which you can 
work to improve your content readability:  http://read-able.com 

 
4)  'Above the line' and use of visuals? 
 
Respect the 'fold' by ensuring key information and calls to action etc are above the line… 
and use quality images and video for engagement.  Consider what you like and don't like 
about the approach adopted by other websites, for example: 
 
www.epsomcollege.org/home 
 
www.lorettoschool.co.uk 
 
www.sussexdowns.ac.uk 
 
5)  Take action!  (Every page counts!) 
 
Include calls to action on each page (www.isberneonline.com) and design every page as a 
landing page… for example compare and contrast these two pages: 
 
www.sussexdowns.ac.uk and www.sussexdowns.ac.uk/foundation-learning 
 
6)  Turn visitors into evangelists. 
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Include sharing and bookmarking functionality on your website, just as the BBC 
(www.bbc.co.uk/news) and millions of other websites do. 
 
You can use a service provider like www.sharethis.com or www.addthis.com to add sharing 
and bookmarking to key pages on your website. 
 
7)  Track and analyse. 
 
Use Google Analytics or a similar statistics service to regularly analyse your web presence, 
to discover where it is failing to engage visitors and identifying what is working. 
 
(Consider attending a course to learn more about Google Analytics, OMTAC offers 
inexpensive seminars, see the 'Training' pages of the www.clickrecruitenrole.com and 
www.clickengagealumni.com websites.) 
 
 
7.0  TOPIC 6 - MULTIMEDIA 
 
Images, Video & Audio - Focus on YouTube 
 
YouTube and other streaming media services are now fully established and credible, for 
leisure and for learning, for sharing and for trading.  Visitors to your website will be engaged 
and informed by video, and won't have the same expectations for 'corporate' production 
values that they did 10+ years ago. 
 
We strongly recommend you develop video as a way to communicate with your target 
audiences, whether prospective parents and pupils/students or alumni. 
 
A positive, well-developed YouTube presence will also benefit your search engine ranking 
and discoverability because Google own YouTube and appear to give more authority to 
YouTube users.  Not forgetting that YouTube is the second most searched search engine 
after Google.com! 
 
The fact is… a significant percentage of your prospective parents and pupils/students and 
alumni are searching for your institution anyway in YouTube. 
 
If you leave your 'YouTube presence' to third parties there is a strong possibility you won't 
like what they find. 
 
About YouTube: 
 
*  One billion unique visitors monthly. 
*  100 hours of video uploaded every minute. 
*  40% of YouTube's global watch time is via mobile. 
*  80% of YouTube traffic is from outside the U.S. 
*  Six billion hours of video are viewed on YouTube each month. 
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'Engagement' on YouTube is about: 
 
*  How much of your video someone watches. 
*  The people who watch your video vs how many click off. 
*  The number of people who 'Like' vs how many 'disLike'. 
*  The number of comments your video receives. 
*  The percentage of people who follow and share your YouTube channel and videos. 
 
Why do YouTube videos fail: 
 
*  Poorly produced and boring to watch. 
*  Unoriginal content that doesn't stand out. 
*  Failure to cater for key target audiences. 
*  Too long and fails to hold the viewer's attention. 
*  Content doesn't take advantage of the visual element. 
*  Poor search features. 
 
Switch on and tune in: 
 
*  Why are you posting videos to YouTube? 
*  Do you have a specific purpose and audience for every video? 
*  Cut the footage down to a bite-sized portion. 
*  Add your name to every title, description and tag list to make sure it shows up. 
*  Look for ways to embed YouTube videos on your site. 
*  Share your video. 
 
Next steps: 
 
*  Consider how you will create video and the target audiences - you may have students, 
staff and/or alumni who can assist you. 
*  Set up a 'YouTube Channel' to (effectively) be your TV channel online, give thought to the 
name of the channel. 
*  Upload your videos to your YouTube channel.  Give each video a title beginning with the 
name of your institution for search engine optimisation, and consider which other key words 
to include in the title. 
*  Use the description area below your video to give information about your institution and/or 
alumni association and activities, include a website address, links to social media etc. 
*  Consider whether you want to allow ‘Comments’ or not. 
*  Use the 'Embed' code to embed your video in your own website and/or other web 
presence.  (Before getting the code select the option to have no recommended videos show 
at the end of the video, to avoid any inappropriate recommendations, and consider what size 
frame you want for your video.) 
*  Direct traffic to the video on your website (not on YouTube) via emailshots, social media 
etc.  (You want to send traffic to your website not to a third party - but people can still find 
and view the video on YouTube too, unless you make it private). 
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*  As well as embedding video in particular content pages on your website and wider web 
presence, also consider developing an area of your website dedicated to your YouTube 
videos, for example: www.moirahouse.co.uk/promotional-videos.asp 
*  Consider an introductory video for your channel and setting up 'playlists' to link videos 
under themes/categories. 
*  Review your statistics and monitor the success of your videos. 
 
For an example of a YouTube channel see: 
 
www.youtube.com/user/TheEllesmereCollege 
 
**** 
 
We hope these notes are clear and helpful.  If we can be of further assistance please don’t 
hesitate to contact us.  Good luck! 
 
Best wishes, 
 
Matthew 
 
Matthew D'Arcy, Managing Director, OMTAC Ltd 
www.ClickRecruitEnrol.com 
www.ClickEngageAlumni.com 
 
These ‘CRE MeetUp’ Presentation Notes have been prepared for delegates who have attended the OMTAC 
‘CRE MeetUp’.  Licence is granted for said delegates to quote, duplicate and distribute all or part of this 
document solely “in-house” within their School, College, University or organisation.  Any other use, 
unauthorised duplication or redistribution is expressly prohibited.  © 2014 OMTAC Ltd. 
 


